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The window seat softens the edgy, glossy look of

the units and the layout is so open and sociable

CLASSIC

Silver screen
Pale grey units and slate ﬂooring complement the
chic, clean lines of the Bennetts’ stunning new kitchen

Christine and Andrew chose
Pale Grey Parapan units that
are made from acrylic to create
this sleek, uncluttered design.
‘I originally thought of having
cream cabinetry until a friend
pointed out that my last kitchen
was that colour,’ smiles Christine

To maintain the room’s
simple look, designer
James provided the Bennetts
with plenty of clever storage
solutions, such as this smart
tambour unit that hides their
kettle, toaster and other
breakfast-time essentials

The window seat with its clever integrated deep pan drawers
is Christine’s favourite design element. ‘The kids love to sit
here and talk when I’m busy in the kitchen,’ she smiles

A professional-style Mercury
range cooker ﬁts in perfectly
with the kitchen’s linear look

BK

The granite-topped
peninsula incorporates
a pair of DishDrawer
dishwashers, a substantial
wet and prep area, a
cooking zone and a place
for guests to sit and linger
with a glass of wine.
‘I wanted our kitchen to
blend in with the rest of
the room, while remaining
clean and modern,’ says
Christine. ‘People always
end up in the kitchen,
so I wanted a place where
they could gather around’

CLASSIC

An Evoline pop-up socket
makes it easy for Christine
to plug in small kitchen gadgets
on the peninsula and it glides
out of sight when not in use

A

t ﬁrst glance, the elegant stone house that is home to the Bennetts looks like a Georgian
creation so typical of Bath’s landscape. However, it is, in fact, only 30 years old. ‘The ﬁrst
priority when my husband Andrew and I moved in 18 months ago was the kitchen,’ explains
Christine, mum to Sam, 19, and Hattie, 17. ‘The room was dark and felt incredibly
claustrophobic so we decided to knock down the dividing wall between it and the dining room.
We wanted to open up the space so that we would have plenty of room to entertain guests with
lots of storage space included for hiding away all our kitchen clutter,’ she continues.
Andrew and Christine approached the Bath Kitchen Company after they saw an advert in the local
newspaper. ‘James Horsfall, its designer, was great at listening when we explained our ideas,’ says
Christine. ‘He was ﬂexible when we encountered problems, too.’ The couple wanted an island to be the
focal point of their design but existing underﬂoor heating would have been ruined by digging channels
for pipes and cables. Instead, James suggested linking the island to a wall to make a peninsula.
With the layout of the new kitchen decided upon, the Bennetts chose Pale Grey Parapan, a
solid acrylic material, for their cabinetry. ‘The light grey shade is subtle and very pleasant to live
with,’ explains Christine. A practical window seat and a maple bar area on the peninsula provide plenty
of space for family or friends to sit and chat while the couple are preparing meals. ‘I love our new
kitchen as it is so open and sociable,’ says Christine. ‘The window seat softens the edgy, glossy
look of the units and the room is so relaxing to spend time in,’ she smiles.

THE KITCHEN FILE

‘

The new kitchen has
changed the way we live
because we are a much tidier
family now. We automatically
put things away as leaving them
out really spoils the room’s
impact. Our guests love the
scheme as well and they always
migrate to the kitchen

‘

CHRISTINE BENNETT

DESIGN & CABINETRY
●

●

James Horsfall at Bath Kitchen Company,
22 Hensley Road, Bloomﬁeld, Bath BA2 2DR
(01225 312003) www.bathkitchencompany.co.uk
Pale Grey Parapan cabinetry

WORKTOPS
●

●

30mm honed Bon Accord granite.
Price per sq m, from
30mm maple. Price per sq m, from

£300
£200

SINK & TAP
●

●

ARX160 Ariane undermounted one-anda-half-bowl sink in stainless steel, Franke
9796 Newform Tridis single-lever tap
in brushed steel, Sterling Distribution

£299
£366

APPLIANCES (shown)
●

●
●

Enough storage space was
a must for the Bennetts so
designer James incorporated
pull-out racks and shelves
in some of the glossy grey
units. A handy maple worktop
helps to soften their cool look

The freestanding fridge
freezer has been neatly
recessed into the wall, backing
into a utility room behind it.
Tilly the dog is a big fan of the
existing heating under the slate
ﬂooring, which has been sourced
from Classical Flagstones

●

RC1090 dual-fuel range cooker
in stainless steel, Mercury
Twin island extractor, Elica
Existing freestanding fridge freezer,
for similar try E521TRX, Fisher & Paykel
2 x DS603HSS DishDrawer dishwashers,
Fisher & Paykel, each

☎

£3,500
£1,100
£940
£525

For stockists, see page 153

Christine found the glamorous silver gas-lift
barstools that accompany her peninsula online.
For similar seating in a range of colours, try Bombo
RECESSED FRIDGE
FREEZER

4.7m

SEATING

4.6m

GUIDE PRICE
●

114 Beautiful KITCHENS

Starting price for a
Bath Kitchen Company design

£15,000
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